
#27 Fundamentals of Earth Science & Botany

I See The Moon, The Moon Sees Me!

Thus says the Lord, who gives the sun for light by day and the fixed order of the moon and the stars for light by night, 

who stirs up the sea so that its waves roar— the Lord of hosts is His name.”  Jeremiah 31:35 

If there are a lot of songs written about stars, there are probably just as many, if not more, written 
about the moon.  One of my favorite songs to sing to my children when they were babies was “I see the 
moon, the moon sees me…” It was a song that was sung to me when I was a baby and always comes to 
mind when I see the bright, silvery moon in the night sky.  What DO we SEE when we gaze at the moon?
What is that bright shape-shifting nightlight in the sky that God made on the same day as the sun and 
stars?  What purpose did He have in mind?  Let’s explore the moon!


What IS a moon?

God made THE moon on the fourth day of Creation, but there are actually over 200 moons in our solar 
system!  A moon is a natural satellite or a rocky celestial body that orbits a planet.  In our solar system, 
Mercury and Venus are the only planets that do not have a moon.  Jupiter is believed to have seventy-
nine moons, but four very famous ones…Io, Europa, Callisto, and the largest moon in our solar system, 
Ganymede.  These four are known as the Galilean moons, named after the astronomer Galileo Galilei who 
is credited for discovering them. This was an amazing discovery for that time, proving that there are 
other moons out there besides our own.  Saturn has sixty-two moons, which includes the second largest 
moon, Titan. So many moons, with so many cool names, but Earth has just one very special moon, grandly 
named, THE MOON.  The shape of our moon is an oblate spheroid, meaning its the shape of a ball that is 
slightly flattened or egg-shaped, with the large end pointing toward earth. It is the fifth largest moon in 
the solar system.  It appears big to us because it is so close (an average of 239,000 miles away) but it is 
only about 1/4th the size of the earth.  According to NASA, if earth were the size of a nickel, then the 
moon would be the size of a coffee bean. Being a smaller size, it has 1/6th the gravity of earth but that’s 
still enough to do the very important job of keeping the tilt of the earth’s axis from being too wobbly,  
which in turn keeps our seasons and climate stable. Its gravity is also the cause for the ocean’s tides.


The Moon is Made of Cheese?

Although this phrase dates back to the Middle Ages with the story of a fox convincing a wolf that the 
moon’s reflection in a pond was really a wheel of cheese, it was the author John Heywood, in 1546, that 
made it a common phrase when he joked that the moon was made of green cheese.  It’s a phrase used 
for people who are gullible (easily believe what they are told).  It is such a common phrase that NASA 
even got in on the fun on April Fool’s Day in 2002 by photoshopping an expiration date in one of the 
moon’s craters. We know the moon is not really made of cheese, but what is it made of?  Something much 
less yummy…it’s made of rock and metal.  Like the earth, the moon is believed to have an iron core, a 
mantle, and a crust. Its entire surface is covered in a layer of gray dust, debris, and rock called lunar 
regolith, which is anywhere from 10–66 feet thick.  The moon’s appearance is a mix of light and dark 
grays due to different types of rock.  The light gray areas are known as the highlands and the dark 
areas are called maria. Not only is the moon’s surface gray and dusty, it is also full of holes like Swiss 
cheese, which might be where the cheese idea came from.  The holes are actually craters caused by the 
impact of asteroids, meteoroids, and comets crashing into the moon’s surface.  This is also where all the 
dust and debris of the regolith comes from.  It’s the rubble from all the impacts.  You see, the moon does 
not have an atmosphere to protect it from flying space junk!  Not only that, “what happens on the moon, 
stays on the moon!”  By that I mean that because it does not have an atmosphere, the moon does not 
have weather, wind, plants, nor does it have water.  Without these things, there is nothing on the moon 
that would erase the marks of anything hitting its surface, even the tiniest dent.




By the Light of the Silvery Moon

The moon is the brightest object in our night sky, but it does not make its own light.  It is sort of like a

giant mirror, reflecting the sun’s light. I found it interesting how in Ezekiel 32:7-8, the Bible backs up the 
fact that the moon would have no light without the sun, “I will cover the sun with a cloud, and the moon 
shall not give its light."


Why Does the Moon Change Its Shape?

The moon may look like it’s changing its shape, but it only appears that way because of the different 
parts we are able to see of it as it orbits the earth.  Yes, there is even MORE movement going on in our 
solar system!  It’s like a crazy giant amusement park with precision timing!  While the earth is rotating 
on its axis AND at the same time revolving around the sun, the moon is rotating on its axis, revolving in 
an elliptical path around the earth, AND revolving around the sun!  One very interesting thing about the 
moon’s movements is that it takes about the same amount of time for it to make one rotation on its axis 
as it does to complete one rotation around the earth.  This perfect paired movement of rotation and 
revolution is called tidal-locking and means that we can only EVER see one side of the moon from earth. 
The side we see is the near side and the part we can’t ever see from earth is called the far side, 
although it is sometimes known as the “dark side of the moon” despite having just as much light.


So we know that the moon gets its light from the sun AND that it orbits around the earth, so let’s see 
what that has to do with the changing shapes we see and why.  If you notice the verse from Jeremiah 
at the beginning of this lesson it mentions the “fixed order of the moon.”  I believe the fixed order it is 
referring to are the moon’s phases.  Each changing shape of the moon is a phase with a special name and 
is caused by the part of the moon we see lit up by the sun as it travels its orbit around the earth. It 
takes the moon 29.5 days to complete one orbit.  It “starts" with the new moon phase where the moon is 
“gone” or dark because it is positioned between the earth and the sun, with its far side, that we can’t 
see, receiving the sun’s light.  As it makes its way around the earth, the moon is waxing, which means it 
is increasing or growing with the phases waxing crescent, first quarter (half moon), and waxing 
gibbous.  The next phase has the earth positioned between the sun and the moon, so the part of the 
moon facing the earth is receiving full sunlight, which gives a full moon phase. Next the moon makes its 
way around and begins “waning,” which means decreasing or shrinking with the phases of waning 
gibbous, third quarter, and waning crescent.  Then it disappears again in the new moon phase as it 
makes its way between the earth and sun again.  It does this over and over and over.  It is a fixed 
order.  Do you think this was by accident?  I think not.  “He made the moon to mark the seasons; the 
sun knows its time for setting.”  Psalm 104:9.  Throughout the Bible there are references to the new 
moon as a marking of time and seasons.  What do you notice about how many days it takes to get from 
new moon to new moon?  It is one month.  This is why our calendar is divided the way that it is. It’s 
based on the moon’s phases and is known as a lunar calendar. The word “lunar” comes from the Latin 
word for moon (luna) and the word “month” comes from the word moon. So, how many times do you think 
the moon rotates around the earth in one year? You guessed it…twelve!  It takes the earth one year to 
revolve around the sun and at the same time the moon is moving with the earth and revolves around it 
twelve times.  God not only made the moon for a giant nightlight, it is also a giant visible sky calendar!


“That’s One Small Step for a Man, One Giant Leap for Mankind”

These are the famous words spoken by Apollo Astronaut Neil Armstrong on July 20, 1969, as he was the 
first human to set foot on the surface of the moon.  Remember, “what happens on the moon, stays on 
the moon,” so those footprints are still there!  During the years of 1969-1972, many other Apollo missions 
were made for resulting in a total of twelve American astronauts walking on the moon, 842 pounds of 
rock and soil samples being collected and brought back to earth to study, and joyriding lunar rover 
vehicles all over the surface of the moon!  Ok, the rovers were really there to cover more area as they 
studied the moon’s surface, but how fun it must have been to go-cart on the moon!  The Apollo Missions 
ended in 1972 because of money and no human has set foot on the moon since, but NASA announced 
plans to send U.S. astronauts back to the surface of the moon by 2024!  Maybe you can be one of them!


